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Semi-Automatic L Bar Sealer

Voltage 1 Phase 240V

L Bar Sealer

L Bar Sealer also known as L Type Sealer is a seal and cut machine which is ideal auxiliary equipment to work with shrink packaging machine and can be 

used separately as well, mainly used for cutting the shrink film in required sizes. The sealing & cutting control is using of instantaneous heating. Speedy 

sealing & cutting, electricity saving. Available to change the sealing time & cutting and temperature required upon the thickness of plastic film. The 

machine suitable to seal and cut PVC and POF Film. 

L Bar Sealer  is widely used in industries such as foodstuff, beverage, pharmacy, cosmetics and pesticide for containers with labels like glass bottle, plastic 

bottle, paper cup etc. 

L Bar Sealer may combined with a shrink tunnel or heat gun to an L sealer to produce tightly shrink wrapped packages for shrink wrapping. 

BSL Series semi-automatic L-seal cutting machine designed with automatic conveyor. BSL-5045L complete with a conveyor, product after sealing 

manually will be sent into the shrink packaging machine automatically.  BSL Series create bags around products with PVC or POF film. BSL Series is 

economical and great for creating single or multi-pack packages for sale.

BSL Series semi-automatic L-seal cutting machine sealing & cutting control is using of instantaneous heating. Speedy sealing & cutting, electricity saving. 

Available to change the sealing time & cutting and temperature required upon the thickness of plastic film. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model BSL-5045L

Total Power 1200W

Max. Packing Dimension 450mmL × 400mmW × 300 mmH

Max. Sealing Dimension 500mmL x 450mmW

Machine Structure Metal with Powder Coated

Machine Weight 110 kgs

Machine Dimension 1400mmL × 700mmW × 985mmH
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